Back in the USSR: Shopping for a Theory
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Suren Moodliar
Three Coups? - A Generic Left? - Can Planning Work? - A Mischievous Intellectual
Somewhere, in one of LA’s yuppie colonies, you'll find someone who is more confused than I am. The
main source of my bewilderment though, is the USSR and not what I should wear to the next party. Like
most Westside residents I go shopping when I get confused; during the August coups you would have
found me harassing the operators of the various international newsstands, "Do you carry Il Manifesto?
When does The Nation get in?" Later, in September and October, the New York Review of Books, Radio
Free Europe's Report from the USSR and (surprisingly) The Nation were to supply me with low-calorie
versions of the events in the USSR.
But things were to remain confusing. I wondered, for example about George H. W. Bush's steadfast
commitment to the integrity of the USSR. Judging by his performance with China and Haiti, he certainly
was not influenced by the Helsinki Watch Report which held that the decline of the central state meant
that the rights won by glasnost could not be protected. Then the Financial Times reported that the
Soviet Union owes the West some $70 billion (that's seventy followed by nine zeroes, not including the
pennies). Who would volunteer to pay it when the Soviet Union dissolves in 15 or more sovereign units?
Certainly not the Lithuanian government which will probably be too busy searching for old Nazi
sympathizers in need of rehabilitation.

Three Coups?
So, the good consumer that I am, I began to explore the market more seriously. A rather bland advert
caught my eye at UCLA: Robin Blackburn, editor of the pathbreaking New Left Review would be
speaking. Earlier this year he published an essay surveying socialist economic thought. Its contents
would later be described as "iconoclastic." 2 He had shattered (or, more precisely, shook) my dream of an
efficient and democratically planned economy. This topic would be debated at his talk.

This essay was published in a Los Angeles-based alternative campus publication, Free Association, in
the fall quarter of 1991. It describes a political gathering that addressed the attempted coup in Russia
that would have displaced Gorbachev. It also attempt to poke fun at the then expanding neoliberal
rhetoric about the market, one in which our subjectivity was supposed to be expressed in our market
choices!
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Robin Blackburn, “Fin de Siecle: Socialism after the Crash,” New Left Review, no. I/185 (February 1,
1991): 5–66.
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I took a large shopping bag (some 120 minutes of microcassettes) to the talk. This should be worth it!
Blackburn would be joined on the panel by Bob Brenner of the History Department, and KPFK's Suzi
Weissman. The panel was sponsored by Bruin Solidarity.
I was rather surprised to find very few people at the event; in fact, the chairperson was to remark,
dejectedly, "Unfortunately, I know all of you..." Except for the two people murmuring in Russian at the
back of the room, I had seen everyone before. As so often happens where the market is small and the
buyers stay in no matter what, neither the buyers nor the sellers were too energetic: the audience
filtered in late, only to sprawl lethargically across their seats, the event started still later, Blackburn was
rather soft-spoken (somewhat in congruence with his white hair and balding scalp).
His talk began by querying just which coup it was he was supposed to speak about: the Great October
Revolution, he felt, had "the air of a coup" about it; certainly, there was the farce of the eight grey men;
and then, less talked about, Yeltsin mounted his counter-coup - aimed at groups beyond the CPSU to
include democratically-elected councils and the Supreme Soviet itself! Nonetheless he was to compare
the events to the "bourgeois democratic revolutions" of the West. This point did not escape
unexamined. A young Marxist, with his years of theory and revolution ahead of him, was to query
whether or not Blackburn was comparing the Soviet ruling class with the self-confident, expanding and
vital bourgeoisies that seized power in 19th century Europe? The concept of a coup is much more
appealing than the idea of a bourgeois democratic revolution, especially in view of Yeltsin rule-bydecree approach. Even Leonid Abalkin was to remark after the coup, "This country hasn't changed. The
people remain the same as they were a month ago, with the same culture and the same psychology...It
will take decades, or at least a generation."
Suzi Weissman followed Blackburn with a more upbeat message. She seemed to suggest that the old
debates and feuds about the USSR, which rankled the minds of the left and split their organizations,
were dead. Moreover, she was quite optimistic that a labor movement will re-emerge in the East. It will
act out the content of socialism, if not its vernacular.

A Generic Left?
The language of socialism, she felt, had been thoroughly "embezzled" by Stalinism. This left me
wondering. Were they as successful at embezzling as say the S&L-types in this country? Some of the
strangest characters in the USSR still use its language in an attempt to gain legitimacy. Aleksandr Tsipko,
formally a high-ranking party theorist at the Institute for Marxism-Leninism, accused Marx of being
“untrue to socialism.” Edvard Shavernadze resigned his post citing his conscience as a communist. In the
early eighties, General Grigorenko, fresh from incarceration in a psychiatric prison, wrote, in his
autobiography, of his admiration for the United States because it had achieved the goals of communism!
It is as if the words socialism and communism have something more to them, as if they appeal to
powerful emotions or human goals that, ironically, force even the most corrupt and brutal to seek a
home in them.

If the language of socialism has been "embezzled," one wonders whether it can be reclaimed.
Christianity was able to survive the inquisition, the rationalization of slavery and colonialism and the
accompanying genocidal wars of conquest, even a close working relationship with the Polish
Communists, and the condoning of the Holocaust.
Listening to Suzi Weissman, I concluded, to the contrary, the Soviet bureaucrats, as in many of their
other miserable activities, failed to embezzle with the same efficiency as the Wall Street types. A few
weeks later, I was to read an article by Luciana Castellina, who was expelled, in 1968, from the Italian
Communist Party (PCI), as part of the Il Manifesto group. The PCI did not accept their criticisms of the
USSR. In January, on their party's seventieth anniversary, the Party opted for the no-name brand option.
Henceforth they would call themselves "The Democratic Party of the Left" (PDS). She explains the rush
by former "Communists" to bury the past ideals and symbols in terms their "[f]ear that the victory of the
system [capitalism], which they have defended for some time now, might be less brilliant than it
appears, and therefore they are eager to destroy the seed of any thinking which poses an alternative to
that which exists now." Sono d'accordo! This also explains Yeltsin's rapid maneuvers against the
remnants of the CPSU.

Can Planning Work?
A latent issue that became manifest several times was just the one Suzi had consigned to the trash heap
of history: what was the social system that evolved under Stalin? This point, or rather, the need to
discuss it came up when Brenner began his extremely careful dialogue with Blackburn. In reply to a
question about the capitalist future of the USSR, Blackburn seemed to suggest that it was certain to
develop, and that socialist alternatives would have to live with the market?
Blackburn had concluded, in his recent article, that we need to live with the market and his talk
reaffirmed that position. He argues that the quantity of information needed to plan an economy would
simply overwhelm planners, be they democratically accountable or members of Gosplan. The very
nature of human wants and needs are too multifaceted to be collected and then conveyed in
meaningful ways to the planners. How else, he asks, but through a market, can we measure the value of
an item produced by a plan? This kind of thinking irritates the historian who traced the rise of capitalism
(and the market) to very particular conditions.
Yes, Brenner did not seem so happy. In his commentary he had repeated, as though he accepted, the
not too funny line that is attributed to Soviet workers, "We pretend to work, and they pretend to pay
us." (I wondered whether or not the world just pretended that Sputnik was launched or that Fascism
defeated by the Red Army.) In fact, he was at pains to show how the dictatorial system in the USSR did
not have the slightest relationship to socialism. But now, faced with Blackburn's advocacy of the market
socialism, he felt compelled to draw on the Soviet experience of planning. The Soviet workers might not
have had the thirty-two flavors of ice-cream offered by Baskin-Robbins, but they had a decent standard
of living, he pointed out.

Market or not, Brenner seems to be pessimistic about capitalism taking hold in the USSR. It seems quite
easy to agree with him, especially in view of the economic crisis that seems insoluble within a capitalist
framework. And yet, the alternatives are not that bright. Old comrade Marx himself could use neoclassical theorists to show how capitalism was crisis-ridden, that it will be rocked with periodic and ever
more intense crises; but he could never show the relationship between economic crisis and social
revolution or progressive social change.
Moreover, a crisis is felt and perceived in different ways. One of the major stimuli for perestroika was
crisis of wants felt by sections of the Soviet intelligentsia. They were ready to put the country in hock for
a MacLean Deluxe and French Fries. According to Boris Kargalitsky, the intelligentsia abandoned their
traditional role as social critics articulating what they felt to be the will of the people, choosing instead
to pursue their sectional interests. So, the economy could spiral downward for a long time before these
groups lose their foreign loans, then lifestyles, then confidence and internal solidarity.
What is the political way out? My own shopping expedition at the Blackburn talk had clearly failed. I
took the express checkout lane. I now needed someone who had a good product to sell, someone with a
feel for the capitalist market. I needed Bertell Ollman.

A Mischievous Intellectual
Burt who? Ollman is a somewhat mischievous Marxist thinker. In the early eighties he invented a
Marxist alternative to the board game Monopoly; his answer, Class Struggle - The Board Game. It
involves building of successful coalitions between workers and middle classes (against you-know-who).
Next, he wrote a book about marketing a socialist board game to capitalist manufacturers and
distributors. He is also something of a letter writer. When, in 1983, Ronald Reagan claimed that
Grenada's neighbors (including Uncle Sam) were justified in invading the island of 89,000 people
because a "bunch of Marxist thugs had seized power," Ollman wrote to Canadian newspapers, appealing
to Canada to invade its neighbor because a bunch of capitalist thugs had seized hold of the capital and
were dismantling the welfare state!
In a recent visit to the USSR, Ollman, befitting his reputation, decided to add another brand name to the
various labels of the USSR. In the same way people have characterized the United States as a capitalist
democracy, there has been a debate about which term best describes the USSR. Many have been
offered: totalitarian state, dictatorship of the proletariat, socialist, communist, deformed worker’s state,
bureaucratic socialist, bureaucratic collectivist, actually existing socialism, state capitalism, etc. Each
tries to identify important mechanisms in the USSR and suggests that those identified mechanisms
explain the evolution of the USSR. Ollman adds the term, "Regency of the Proletariat."
Traditionally, the regent rules in place of the monarch, who is unable to rule, for reasons of age, illness,
absence from the country. The regent derives his legitimacy from the monarch, but is not the monarch,
and is therefore constrained in the scope of his actions. Often a power struggle occurs when the
monarch, the “legitimate” ruler is able to take power. In the USSR, the Party ruled in the name of the
proletariat. It derived its legitimacy from historical role of the working class. Its actions therefore had to

include many measures that were favorable to, and consistent with, working class power. In this sense it
was able to legitimate itself.
The bureaucrats of perestroika (the regents) had to begin the process of delegitimating the proletariat,
and taking away some of its claims to power. An excellent example of this is the sociologist Tatiana
Zaslavkaya's analysis of the Soviet working class. 3 In her attempt to deny its claims on power, she
dissolves it into hundreds of different strata, with different and often conflicting interests. Like the
Apartheid ideologists, who analytically divide the majority of the country into many competing ethnic
groups and then declare, "There is no Black majority to be oppressed," she could not find the working
class which will be hurt by the free-market economy advocated by her colleague, Abel Abengegyen!
This model would also solve the socialist-not socialist schizophrenia pervades the analysis Soviet society.
It also suggests that there was (and perhaps is) a basis for collaboration with certain sectors of the old
Communist Parties and trade unions in the battle against capitalist restoration. Yes, I'll buy Ollman's
Class Struggle, there's no better game in town.

T. I. Zaslavskai︡︠a, The Second Socialist Revolution: An Alternative Soviet Strategy, U.S. ed, The Second
World (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990).
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